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(a)	Annual expenses of maintenance :
Ra. As. Ps.
 1.	Cost of special fodder		45    0    0
 2.	Cost of delivery		10    0    0
 3.	Cost of grazing in the monsoon     ....	500
 4.	Cost of green grass		300
 5.	Cost of straw, grass etc		10    0    0
Total    .	"730    0
(b)	Annual gross receipts :
Rs. As. Ps.
1.	Price of ghee prepared out of 36 msunds of
milk  at  2  seers   per maund;   valued at
Re. 1-0-0 per seer		72    0    0
 2.	Price of dung		200
 3.	Price of the young one		20    0    0
Total    .	94    0    0
The reason why we have converted milk into ghee in
the receipts is similar 'to the one mentioned above
in the case of a she-buffalo. Similarly, just as a she-
buffalo is not a profitable concern when dry, so is a cow
when not in milk. The cost of maintaining her, how-
ever, during this period will be a little less, about Rs,
10. The receipts too, consisting of only dung, will be less,
by about Re.i. This will leave a net loss to the fanner
of Rs. 9 which will be compensated for, when she is
in milk.
Net Income from Young Ones.
A buffalo-calf and a calf are also animals which the
farmer has to maintain. The income from them con-
sists of only dung till they become old enough to serve,
if they are males, as working animals or, if females, as
milking animals. We have assumed that the annual
expenses of maintaining a buffalo-calf and a calf are
Rs.5 each, though the income from the former is worth 12
annas and that from the latter is worth only 8 annas.
The difference between the income is due to the fact that
on an average the dung, which constitutes the only source
of income in this case, of a buffalo-calf is usually larger
in quantity than that of a calf.

